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… leading to the 4th industrial (r)evolution...

Breakthroughs - A new era of artificial intelligence

Communication technology
bandwidth and computational power

Embedded systems
miniaturization

Semantic technologies
information integration

Watson 
2011

Google Car
2012

 Systems of “human-like” complexity

Artificial intelligence
behavior and decision support
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Communication technology
bandwidth and computational power

Embedded systems
miniaturization

Semantic technologies
information integration

… leading to the 4th industrial (r)evolution...

Breakthroughs - Everybody and everything is networked

Artificial intelligence
behavior and decision support

Team 
Robotics

Swarm 
Robotics

Smart 
GridSmart 

Factory

Car2Infra-
structure
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The terms’ definition and its “relatives”...

Internet of Things, Cyber-Physical Systems & Industry 4.0

Cyber-Physical Systems OR Internet of things ?

• large-scale distributed computing 
systems of systems

• computation and “intelligence” is 
not decoupled from environment

• internet as large-scale network 
• embedded systems 

(= intelligent components)

Shared

Vision

Core 
Technology

• Internet of Things  
driven from computer sciences, 
Internet technologies
driven by EC

• Cyber-Physical System
driven from engineering aspects 
driven by the NSF

• Internet of Things
focusing on openness and on the 
network - virtuality

• Cyber-Physical System
focusing on the physical process 
behind, often a closed-loop system 

Distinct

Scientific 
Community

Philosophy, 
focus

• Today: more or less synonym
• Industry 4.0: often also used as a special field of 

application
For all practical purposes:
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The fourth industrial (r)evolution

“Information Revolution”

Everybody and everything is networked. - Big Data & Cyber-Physical Systems

Power revolution
Centralized electric power 
infrastructure; mass production 
by division of labor

1st industrial revolution
Mechanical production 
systematically using the 
power of water and steam

today

Digital revolution
Digital computing and 
communication technology, 
enhancing systems’ intelligence 

Information revolution
Everybody and everything is 
networked – networked 
information as a “huge brain”

around 1750 around 1900 around 1970

Weidmüller, Vission 2020 - Industrial Revolution 4.0
Intelligently networked, self-controlling manufacturing systems)

“Internet of Things & Services, M2M or Cyber Physical Systems are much more 
than just buzzwords for the outlook of connecting 50 billions devices by 2015.”

Dr. Stefan Ferber, Bosch (2011)

Vision of Wireless Next Generation System (WiNGS) Lab at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio, Dr. Kelley

„local“ 
to „global“

„local“ 
to „global“
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The connected world

Not restricted to industry: cyber physical systems in all areas

Power revolution
Centralized electric power 
infrastructure; mass production 
by division of labor

1st industrial revolution
Mechanical production 
systematically using the 
power of water and steam

Digital revolution
Digital computing and 
communication technology, 
enhancing systems’ intelligence 

Information revolution
Everybody and everything is 
networked – networked 
information as a “huge brain”

“Industry 4.0 will 

address and solve some 

of the challenges facing 

the world today such as 

resource and energy 

efficiency, urban 

production and

demographic change.“ 

Henning Kagermann et.al., 

acatech, 2013

… and more

Building 
automation

Smart grid

Room 
automation

Smart 
environment

Smart 
metering
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 In the past, technological system have been the “image” of 
ourselves: we did the design, the construction, the programming. 
The products “behaved” accordingly – as an extension of our 
imagination.

 For the first time ever, we are facing systems which are 
capable of learning. Self-learning systems do not any 
longer stick to exactly the behavior they were designed 
with. We do not know exactly how when and what 
they learn. However, to restrict the learning process 
to its “deterministic parts” would destroy most of 
their potentials.

… leading to the 4th industrial (r)evolution...

And how do these systems work?

Power revolution
Centralized electric power 
infrastructure; mass production 
by division of labor

1st industrial revolution
Mechanical production 
systematically using the 
power of water and steam

today

Digital revolution
Digital computing and 
communication technology, 
enhancing systems’ intelligence 

Information revolution
Everybody and everything is 
networked – networked 
information as a “huge brain”

around 1750 around 1900 around 1970

Towards intelligent and (partly-)
autonomous systems AND systems of systems

?? Modelling?  
Steering? 

Controlling ??
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 Term: „governance“, to navigate

 Born around 1940

 1948: “Cybernetics or control and 
communication in the Animal and in the 
machine” (Norbert Wiener)

 until 1953: Macy-Conferences

Feedbackloop
Circular explanations for 
systems behavior,  self-

regulation
(Forrester, Ashby)

Autopoiesis
System capacity to maintain 

and stabilize itself 
(Maturana, Varela)

Decentralization
Decentralized navigation, 

bottom up processes
(Stafford Beer)

Central terms in the field of intelligent distributed systems 

The central elements of Cybernetics

Emergence
Spontaneous new properties, 

swarm behavior 
(Wolfram, Gell-Mann)

Complex Systems

Multi-component systems 
in complex interactions

(Stafford Beer)
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And how do these systems work?

Artificial Intelligence: from GOFAI to Connectivism, about 1980---

Top-Down / symbolic AI

Bottom-Up / subsymbolic AI

Connectivism
interaction as basis

of intelligence
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Knowledge 
on demand /
knowledge
aquisition

GOFAI
Good old fashioned
Artificial Intelligence; 
based on high-level 
"symbolic“ knowledge
representations 

Knowledge  
storage/

knowledge
retrieval

 Two competing movements? --- From top-down to button-up design
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From the history of autonomous vehicles

2009: Truck robot platoons – distributed intelligence

 The KONVOI project (several institutes from RWTH & industry partners)



 2005-2009 
 automated / partly autonomous 

transportation e.g. by electronically 
coupling trucks to convoys

 several successful tests with trucks: 
Chauffeur, KONVOI, SARTRE (EU), Energy-
ITS (Japan), …



 expected improvements:
beyond safety, reduction of fuel 
consumption and gained road space

!

 Adv. driver assistance system for trucks
 short distances between vehicles of 

approx. 10m at a velocity of 80 km/h
 Energy-ITS: 4m ! (2013)

 KONVOI: 
 Car2infrastrcuture components!
 Model of multi agent systems

Connectivity…
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 Organization forms on demand – individualized by client - initialized by product

!
Product agitates as “super-agent”:
 Plans production and transportation steps
 Requests service from agents
 Negotiates with other products for agent-resources



 Heterogenous player modeled as multi agent concept
 Models from biology and social sciences 
 Basis on Autopoiesis & embodiment theory

transport 
unit

production 
unit

virtual service 
providerfa
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Network collaboration

Coupling manufacturing & logistics – towards lot size 1



 Konvoi 2005-2009, 
RWTH with partners

 (partly) autonomous 
driving via convoys
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And how it went on…:

Integrative Production Technology for High-Wage Countries

DFG Excellence Cluster (and DFG GradKolleg “RampUp”)

IMA/ZLW & IfU in
1. Decentralized production planning
2. Self-optimizing socio-technical 

assembly systems 
3. Virtual Production Intelligence
4. MAS in (Intra-)Logistics

Speaker: 
Christian Brecher
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Learning by doing – reinforcement learning

The next step: Using rewards to learn actions

? Remember Mario: What if the machine could learn, how to solve a level? 
Why not use a some kind of intelligent trial-and-error?



Reinforcement learning (R-learning) 
is inspired by behaviorist psychology –
maximizing the expected return by applying 
a sequence of actions at a current state.

 can be applied to broad variety of problems

[SethBling, 2015]

Neuroevolution of augmenting 
topologies (NEAT)

 Genetic algorithms on top of 
neural networks

 At each state the system decides 
what action to do

 Actions are rewarded if Mario do 
not die in return

 Level progress by evolving neural 
networks 

[Stanley, 2002]



Human factor is “very small”
 reduced to very general, mainly 

formal specifications of the neural 
network…

 However, human still influences the 
underlying representation model
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Deep learning

Where the Story Goes: AlphaGo

!

Go originated in China more than 2,500 years ago. Confucius 
wrote about it. As simple as the rules are, Go is a game of 
profound complexity. This complexity is what makes Go hard 
for computers to play, and an irresistible challenge to 
artificial intelligence (AI) researchers.     [adapted from Hassabis, 2016]

 Bringing it all together!


The problem: 2.57×10210 possible positions - that is more than the number of atoms in the 
universe, and more than a googol times (10100) larger than chess.

Training set
30 million moves recorded from
games played by humans experts

Creating deep neural networks
12 network layers with millions of
neuron-like connections

Predicting the human move
(57% of time)
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Learning non-human strategies
AlphaGo designed by Google DeepMind, 
played against itself in thousands of games 
and evolved its neural networks; Monte Carlo 
tree search

! Achieving one of the grand challenges of AI

March 2016:
Beating Lee Se-dol (World Champion)
AlphaGo won 4 games to 1.
(5 years before time)
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!
“Creativity is a phenomenon whereby something new … is formed. The created item may be 
intangible (such as an idea, a scientific theory, a musical composition or a joke) or a physical 
object (such as an invention, a literary work or a painting).”          [adapted from Wikipedia, last visited 5/3/2016]

Deep learning

Microsoft Visual Storytelling (SIS): machines becoming creative

Visual-Storytelling by Microsoft
based on deep neural networks
(convolutional neural networks)

 DII (descriptions for images in 
isolation): Traditional storytelling 
software

 SIS (stories for images in sequence): 
new approach towards storytelling, 
including 

 Based on SIND - Sequential Image 
Narrative Dataset: 81,743 unique 
photos in 20,211 sequences, aligned 
to both descriptive (caption) and 
story language.

 [Margaret Mitchell / Microsoft, 
04/2016, together with colleagues 
from Facebook]
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!
“Creativity is a phenomenon whereby something new … is formed. The created item may be 
intangible (such as an idea, a scientific theory, a musical composition or a joke) or a physical 
object (such as an invention, a literary work or a painting).”          [adapted from Wikipedia, last visited 5/3/2016]

Picture by Google DeepDream
based on deep neural networks
(convolutional neural networks)

“Do Androids Dream 
of Electric Sheep?” 

(science fiction novel by 
American writer Philip K. 
Dick, published in 1968)



Computational creativity (artificial creativity) … is a 
multidisciplinary endeavour that is located at the intersection 
of the fields of artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, 
philosophy, and the arts.         [adapted from Wikipedia, last visited 5/3/2016]

„Can machines be creative?“ by Iamus, a 

computer cluster composing classical

music by genetic algorithms, concert for

Turings 100th birthday [youtube]

Deep learning

Google DeepDream and friends: machines becoming creative
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Let’s ask Google

Definitions around “Cognitive Computing” (I)

“Cognitive computing (CC) makes a new class of problems 
computable. It addresses complex situations that are 
characterized by ambiguity and uncertainty; in other words it 
handles human kinds of problems. …To do this, systems often 
need to weigh conflicting evidence and suggest an answer that 
is “best” rather than “right”.
Cognitive computing systems make context computable.”
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Dealing with complexity

Human machine interaction and cooperative robotics


Robots are no longer locked in work-cells but cooperate 
with each other and/or with humans

human-machine-machine 
interaction in the X-Cell

machine-machine cooperation Robotics entering
the scene as:

Cognitive computing is
about „solving real 

problems“. Real 
problems are usually

part of our real, 
physical world…

The enhancement of 
AI  is strongly

connected to the 
progress in robotics, 

coupled by the 
embodiment theory.
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Advantage of decentralized control structures

Intralogistics goes mobile: The Festo Logistics League

Competitions robocup:

2012: 0 points in World Cup

2013: 4th in World Cup

2014: Winner of the GermanOpen

2014: Winner of the World Cup

2015: Winner of the World Cup

2016: Winner of the World Cup



Critical factors for success:
 Totally decentralized
 No ”hard coded components“
 Strong cooperation
 Re-planning during tasks

 Mobile transportation robots from flexible routing

!

Competencies:
 localization & navigation
 computer vision
 adaptive planning 
 multi agent strategies
 sensory & hardware
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Let’s ask Google

Definitions around “Cognitive Computing” (II)

“Cognitive computing (CC) makes a new class of problems 
computable. It addresses complex situations that are 
characterized by ambiguity and uncertainty; in other words it 
handles human kinds of problems. …To do this, systems often 
need to weigh conflicting evidence and suggest an answer that 
is “best” rather than “right”.
Cognitive computing systems make context computable.”

“Cognitive computing is the simulation 
of human thought processes in a 
computerized model…. involves self-
learning systems that use data mining, 
pattern recognition and natural 
language processing to mimic the way 
the human brain works.”
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formerly: „neural
networks“

What has to be expected?

From organic … to cognitive computing

!
Cognitive computing: the simulation of 
human (?) / biological thought processes ! Organic computing: 

Following social systems and biological models
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Deep learning (e.g. Watson)


Relativization: It‘s not only about „human approaches“ 

but about approaches which have been developed along the evolution, all BIOLOGICAL models

Macro-scale
Automation

Division of labor

Micro-scale
Multi-Core

H
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Service 
oriented

Agent-
based
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Genetic algorithms
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Shadow Dexterous Hand 

Central terms in the field of intelligent distributed systems 

From embodiment … to humanoids



Zykov V., Mytilinaios E., Adams B., Lipson H. (2005) "Self-reproducing machines", 
Nature Vol. 435 No. 7038, pp. 163-164
Bongard J., et al., Resilient Machines Through Continuous Self-Modeling, Science 
314, 2006
Lipson H. (2005) "Evolutionary Design and Evolutionary Robotics", Biomimetics, CRC 
Press (Bar Cohen, Ed.) pp. 129-155

Robonaut 2- NASA

The Bongard robot – learning through 
embodiment [Bongard, 2006; Lipson, 2007]

Embodiment theory:
„intelligence needs a body“

The existence of a body (incl. sensors and actuators)
are basic prerequisites to build experience and 
finally the development of intelligence.



Embodiment theory:
„different bodies = different intelligences“

… leading to humanoids / humanoid components



Asimo Honda

KIT, Dillmann, 
SFB 588
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Lend the robots a face

Into Service Robotics: The next step – the “Oscars” 

 Transform mobile robotic experiences into the field of service robotics

!

1. Investigating “new” human machine 
Interfaces and interaction schemes
 Simple, intuitive
 Schematic eyes following you
 “natural eyes behavior”: randomly 

looking around, showing interest by 
blinking, looking bored, … 

!
Performing service robot tasks
 Distribute brochures and serving drinks
 Path planning, room exploration, …

!

2. Investigating the “Uncanny Valley”: when 
features look almost, but not exactly, like 
natural beings, it causes a response of 
revulsion among the observers (Mori 1970) 

3. Investigating diversity specific reactions 
(gender, age, culture) to artificial systems 
and in particular robots 
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Let’s ask Google

Definitions around “Cognitive Computing” (III)

“Cognitive computing (CC) makes a new class of problems 
computable. It addresses complex situations that are 
characterized by ambiguity and uncertainty; in other words it 
handles human kinds of problems. …To do this, systems often 
need to weigh conflicting evidence and suggest an answer that 
is “best” rather than “right”.
Cognitive computing systems make context computable.”

“Cognitive computing systems [are] a 
category of technologies that uses 
natural language processing and 
machine learning to enable people 
and machines to interact more 
naturally […]. These systems will learn 
and interact to provide expert 
assistance to scientists, engineers, 
lawyers, and other professionals in a 
fraction of the time it now takes.”

“Cognitive computing is the simulation 
of human thought processes in a 
computerized model…. involves self-
learning systems that use data mining, 
pattern recognition and natural 
language processing to mimic the way 
the human brain works.”
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New forms of human machine interaction

About the role of emotion in human-maschine-interaction

!
However, it took a while before emotions were
considered important in computer science.

Plato (ca. 400 BC)
“Human behavior flows from three 
main sources: desire, emotion, and 
knowledge.” 

Rosalind Picard (since 1997; MIT)
“Computers that will interact naturally 
and intelligently with humans need 
the ability to at least recognize and 
express affect.”

Picard coined the term
“affectice computing” 



KISMET - MIT (1990-2000; Cynthia Breazeal)

 Analysis and simulation of human-like 
emotions

 Research on interaction between robots
and humans

 Part of the “organic development”
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New forms of human machine interaction

Automatic Emotion Recognition: Project IMOTION (1)

?
Did you ever yell at your GPS, 
e.g. when it told you the equivalent of  “drive through that river ahead!”?   

Well, WE do constantly. And so the story went on like this:

! Motivation and goal: Transform the GPS into an intelligent co-driver, i.e. get it to adapt to your emotions!

 Solution: A machine-learning based system architecture. Did it work? Often! Was it fun? Hell, yeah! 



Ingredients in a nutshell

 Primary source of emotion: driver 
speech

 Machine-learning algorithm: 
Support Vector Machine (SVM)

 Training database: talk show 
based corpus (lots of yelling)

 Test-bed: a driving simulator

 Test persons: old and young
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Summary

… in four steps!

4.0: The Revolution of a 
distributed artificial

intelligence

4.0 is an era of highly 
interdisciplinary 

research

Rediscovery of 
Cybernetics

4th Industrial 
Revolution

The rise of cognitive 
computing
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